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A B S T R A C T

The unprecedented properties of multi-functional metastable b-Ti alloys, including superelasticity over a
wide temperature range, ultra-low modulus, and Invar and Elinvar anomalies, have attracted a great deal of
attention. Persistent research efforts have been made towards the understanding of the origins of these
unique properties. In this article we report a novel shuffle-nanodomain regulated strain glass transition in a
metastable b-Ti alloy, Ti-24Nb-4Zr-8Sn (wt.%, Ti2448), which could be the dominant transformation path-
way that offers these unique properties. Using the ex-situ aberration-corrected scanning transmission elec-
tron microscopy and in-situ cooling transmission electron microscopy, we find that randomly distributed
{011} h011 i b O0 phase (orthorhombic, shuffle only) nanodomains embedded in the b phase (BCC) matrix at
room temperature transform to a00 phase (orthorhombic) with a continuous increase in the amount of
{211} h111 i b shear upon cooling or loading. Crystallographic analysis shows that the shuffle of the O0 phase
will restrain the twelve possible shears that transform a BCC lattice to a00 martensite to only two. Thus, the
randomly distributed O0 nanodomains prevent the formation of long-range-ordered, self-accommodating
transformation-strain domain patterns seen in normal martensitic transformations and suppress completely
the sharp first-order, auto-catalytic and avalanche-like martensitic transformation into a high-order-like
(continuous) strain glass transition. Such a continuous b ! O0 ! a00 strain glass transition has been con-
firmed by dynamic mechanical analysis, resistivity and differential scanning calorimetric measurement. This
unique transition pathway allows us to offer new insights into the unique properties found in this alloy.

© 2020 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Due to its unprecedented mechanical and physical properties,
such as superelasticity [1], ultra-low modulus [2,3], high strength
and ductility [2], excellent biocompatibility [4], and tunable thermal
expansion [5], the multi-functional metastable b titanium alloy, Ti-
24Nb-4Zr-8Sn (wt.%, Ti2448), has become an excellent candidate for
many advanced biomedical applications [6], such as orthopedic
implants [7], broken spine/ankle bones repair [8], biomedical scaf-
folds [9], etc. However, a lack of comprehensive understanding of the
key mechanisms underlying these unique properties limits signifi-
cantly the optimization of the alloy for specific applications. Among
the various mechanisms proposed more recently to explain the
nearly linear superelastic behavior of Ti2448, one critical factor in
common is martensitic transformation. For example, by performing
in-situ straining TEM [1], X-ray diffraction [10], and synchrotron
X-ray diffraction analysis [11], Hao et al. proposed that stress-
induced martensitic transformation plays an important role in the
nearly linear recoverable strain behavior exhibited by the alloy
through a reversible b ! a00 martensitic transformation under load-
ing and unloading. Liu et al. reported stress-induced reversible B2 to
a00 and BCC to d (orthorhombic) martensitic transformations at
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nanoscale via TEM and in-situ synchrotron X-ray diffraction and have
attributed them to the origin of superelasticity of the Ti2448-0.1O
alloy [12,13]. However, normal martensitic transformations are
strongly first-ordered and take place in an autocatalytic and ava-
lanche fashion, generating highly non-linear superelasticity within a
rather narrow temperature range (<50 K) [14,15], which cannot
account for the nearly linear superelastic behavior of Ti2448 over a
wide temperature range (~500 K) [5]. Although Liu et al. noticed that
the martensitic transformations in Ti2448 occur at nanometer scales
[12,13], no analysis on possible phase transformation pathways lead-
ing to such nanodomains of martensite has been offered yet.

Most recently, a concentration modulation at nanoscale in Ti2448
has been reported by using the atom probe tomography analysis
[5,16]. The unique superelastic behavior of the alloy over a wide tem-
perature range [5,16�19], as well as the Invar and Elinvar anomalies
[5,16,20] have been attributed to the confined martensitic transfor-
mation by such nanoscale concentration modulations. However, in
addition to the nanoscale concentration modulations reported in
[5,16], more recent studies have shown ample evidences of nanoscale
structural non-uniformities in as-quenched states of various metasta-
ble b titanium alloys, including Ti-26Nb-2Zr (at%) [21,22], Ti-18Mo
(wt%) [23,24], Ti-18Mo-5Al (wt%) [25], and Ti-4Al-4Fe-0.25Si-0.1O
(wt%) [26], in particular, nanodomains of an orthorhombic structure
referred to as O0 phase. O0 has also been observed and distinguished
unambiguously from the a00 martensite in Ti2448 [27].

The transformation from b to either hexagonal a0 martensite in sol-
ute lean alloys of titanium or orthorhombic a00 martensite in b stabi-
lized alloys on rapid quenching is based on the Burgers orientation
relationship [28]. It is accomplished mechanistically by a {211} h111 i b
shear and a {011} h011 i b shuffle, and can follow either of two transfor-
mation pathways in which either the shuffle precedes the shear or the
shear precedes the shuffle as shown in Fig. 1 [21,29]. The a00 martensite
results from a partial shear and shuffle and has an intermediate struc-
ture in relation to a0. The stability of the a00 phase and the degrees of
Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the two different transition pathways in titanium alloys from
shuffle and f211g h111 i b shear: (a) Transition pathway showing f211g h111 i b shear follow
lowed by f211g h111 i b shear, with Oʹ phase as an intermediate state phase.
the shear and shuffle involved in the b to a00 transformation can be
influenced significantly by alloy composition [30�32]. Banerjee et al.
explained the formation of “stacking domains” in a0 and a00 martensite
through a pathway of shear followed by shuffle [33]. When the shuffle
precedes the shear, the process can be arrested after the shuffle (for rea-
sons that will be discussed later in the paper) and the resultant structure
has been designated as the O0 phase. This alternative transformation
path was first postulated in order to explain the anomalous result that
Al decreases the Ms temperature in b stabilized alloys [33] although the
T0 temperature (at which the free energy between the a and b phases
are equal) should increase with Al addition since Al is an a stabilizer. A
systematic study of various compositions was carried out to isolate and
identify the O0 phase [21,23,25,27]. Both experimental characterization
[21,23,25,27] and computational calculations using density function
theory [24] have shown that the O0 phase can form in metastable b tita-
nium alloys when the concentration of substitutional solutes, such as
b phase stabilizer Mo, Nb and a phase stabilizer Al, exceed a critical
value, and that the O0 phase formation can be accelerated significantly
by altering the content of interstitial solutes such as oxygen [25]. It has
been reported that the presence of the O0 phase could influence the
deformation behavior of metastable b titanium alloys, such as the type
of the deformation twins in Ti2448 [34]. However, whether such an O0

nanodomain structure sets the stage for nanodomains of martensite,
that is the second segment of the transformation path, has not been
investigated. Furthermore, due to the limitations of the conventional
characterization techniques, the degree of shear and the degree of shuf-
fle involved in the b to a00 transformation have not been quantified,
which significantly hindered the understanding of the actual transfor-
mation pathway that is responsible for the nearly linear superelastic
behavior of the alloy.

In this study, we couple differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) mea-
surement, resistivity measurement, dynamic mechanical analysis
(DMA), and in-situ cooling transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and
ex-situ aberration-corrected high-angle annular dark field scanning
parent b phase (BCC) to a' martensite phase (HCP) transition involving {011} h011 i b
ed by {011} h011 i b shuffle; (b) Transition pathway showing {011} h011 i b shuffle fol-



Fig. 2. Microstructure in Ti2448 after being solutionized and quenched to room tem-
perature: (a) [100]b zone axis SADP with additional reflection near 1/2{310}b marked
by red color circle and (b) Dark field image by selecting the diffraction marked as red
circle in (a) showing the nanodomains of orthorhombic structure present. (For inter-
pretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
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transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) techniques with crys-
tallographic and thermodynamic analyses to investigate phase transfor-
mation pathways in Ti2448 during cooling from room temperature to
liquid nitrogen temperature and during cold rolling to study the effect
of O0 nanodomains on the formation of a00. We first show that in the
solution treated and quenched samples, normal (i.e., strong first-order)
martensitic transformation is absent as indicated by the DSC measure-
ment and nanodomains of orthorhombic structure are formed by the
electrical resistivity measurement and ex-situ aberration-corrected
S/TEM. Instead, a strain glass transition [35] is revealed by DMA mea-
surement. Using the HAADF-STEM, isolated and randomly distributed
O0 nanodomains are observed. These nanodomains continuously trans-
form to a00 nanodomains with increased lattice shear upon cooling in a
wide temperature range from room temperature (RT) to 87 K, evaluated
by in-situ cooling TEM characterization, and upon loading observed by
the HAADF-STEM imaging in the 50% cold-rolled Ti2448 samples. Crys-
tallographic analysis shows that the shuffle within the O0 phase nanodo-
mains allows a single nanodomain of O0 to transform to only two of
twelve possible variants of a00 martensite. Thus, the O0 nanodomains
provide a precursor to martensite in which one component of the mar-
tensitic transformation is accomplished within the nanodomain and
this accomplished shuffle component restricts the martensite variants
that can form within a single nanodomain.Thus O0 phase confines the
martensitic transformation to each nanodomain, changing the Landau
free energy landscape from a typical first-order transformation into a
higher-order (continuous) transformation. Our work provides the first
unambiguous experimental evidence that distinguishes the shuffle
from the shear during BCC to orthorhombic structure transformation in
Ti2448, suggesting a novel transformation pathway of b ! O0 ! a00

shuffle-nanodomain regulated strain glass transition, which offers new
insights into the mechanisms underlying the unique properties of the
Ti2448 alloy.

2. Experimental methods

The ingot of Ti2448 alloy was fabricated in a vacuum arc melter
using a Ti-Sn master alloy with pure Ti, Nb and Zr (>99.9% purity)
and its actual composition was measured as Ti-24.2Nb-3.96Zr-8.1Sn-
0.2O (wt.%) using wet chemical and gas analysis. The samples
wrapped with pure titanium foil were solution treated at 1173 K
(Tb ~1000 K) for 30 min in a tube furnace followed by water quench-
ing to room temperature. The transformation latent heat was mea-
sured by DSC TA Q200 with a heating and cooling rate of 10 K/min.
The samples tested using DSC were first heated up from room tem-
perature (293 K) to 473 K and subsequently cooled down to 123 K,
followed by being reheated to 473 K. Mechanical susceptibility of
Ti2448 was measured by DMA using the TA Q800 equipment in the
single cantilever mode, with a continuous cooling rate of 2 K/min, fre-
quency range from 0.2 to 20 Hz, and different static loads from 0 to
100 MPa. The electrical resistivity of Ti2448 was measured using a
four-point method with constant current of 100 mA from 525 K to
125 K at cooling rate of 2 K/min in the Instec HCP621GP hot and cold
stage under a vacuum environment. The solutionized and quenched
Ti2448 sample was cold-rolled to 50% reduction in thickness by 40
passes. The thin foils for TEM analysis were prepared from the center
part of the thermal and/or mechanical treated samples, using Dual-
Bean Focused Ion Beam (DB-FIB) FEI Helios Nanolab 600 system, and
the ion beam damage on the foil surfaces resulting from the DB-FIB
was minimized using low voltage Ar+ ion milling in a Fischione Nano-
millTM Model 1040. Selected area diffraction patterns (SADP) and
dark field images were collected on the FEI Tecnai G2 30 TEM oper-
ated at 300 kV using liquid-nitrogen-cooling holder (Gatan model
636) from room temperature (293 K) to 87 K. Z-contrast HAADF-STE-
Mimaging was conducted on the aberration-corrected FEI Titan3TM

80�300 at 300 kV, using a convergence semi-angle of 12 mrad and a
collection semi-angle of 44 mrad, with an incident beam dwell-time
of 4 ms/px and a beam current of �100 pA. DigitalMicrograph soft-
ware (version 3.30.2017.0) was used to clean the high-
resolution HAADF-STEM images and the ImageJ software (version
1.52k) was used to plot the intensity profiles recorded from the SADP
and HAADF-STEM images. The SADP of b, O0, and a00 phases were
simulated via CrystalMaker (version 10.4.5) using the lattice parame-
ters reported in Ti2448 [12].

3. Experimental results

3.1. Strain glass transition in Ti2448

The initial microstructure of solutionized and quenched Ti2448 alloy
is shown in Fig. 2. In the [100]b zone axis SADP, as shown in Fig. 2(a),
additional weak diffraction spots are observed near 1/2{310}b, implying
the presence of an orthorhombic structure [21]. By selecting one such
additional diffraction spot as marked by the red circle, randomly distrib-
uted nanodomains are revealed in the interior of the b phase matrix in
the dark field image shown in Fig. 2(b). The above characterization of
diffraction pattern and dark field imaging are consistent with the obser-
vations in previous work [12,13,27], indicating that normal martensite
with long-range ordered, self-accommodating domain patterns does
not form in Ti2448 during quenching.

The characteristic features of nanodomain formation are further
evaluated using DSC, electrical resistivity measurement and DMA,
and the results are shown in Fig. 3(a�c). In the heat flow curve mea-
sured from DSC shown in Fig. 3(a), neither an exothermic peak upon
cooling nor an endothermic dip upon heating has been observed
within the temperature range between 473 K and 123 K, revealing
the absence of normal martensitic transformation in Ti2448 within
this temperature range. However, the measured electrical resistivity
(normalized by the value at 293 K) first decreases from 525 K to
approximately 350 K, and then increases continuously from approxi-
mately 350 K to 125 K, as shown in Fig. 3(b), indicating that a phase
transformation occurs around 350 K. This suggests that the observed
orthorhombic nanodomains shown in Fig. 2(a and b) initiate in the
parent b phase matrix at this temperature. The storage modulus
measured using DMA under different frequencies from 0.2 to 20 Hz
are shown in Fig. 3(c). The storage modulus (i.e., elastic modulus) first
decreases (softening) and then increases (hardening) upon cooling.
The dip temperature changes with frequency, indicating a frequency-
dependent modulus feature. Such frequency-dependent modulus
dips are related to the frozen temperatures at different frequencies of
lattice strain in the nanodomains. When the lattice strains in the
nanodomains can response to the alternating external force/strain
with different frequencies instantaneously, the system is in a pure
elastic or dynamic state. When the lattice strains cannot response to



Fig. 3. Transformation characteristics of Ti2448 alloy: (a) DSC heat flow curve showing
the absence of exothermic peak or endothermic dip from 473 K to 123 K; (b) Normal-
ized electrical resistivity curves upon cooling from 525 K to 125 K showing phase
transformation around 350 K; (c) Multi-frequency DMA analysis showing frequency-
dependent modulus with the inset showing the ideal freezing temperature by fitting
Vogel-Fulcher relation.
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the alternating external force/strain with all frequencies instan-
taneously, the system is in a viscoelasticitic or frozen state. These
observations are the characteristic features of the so-called strain
glass transition. Strain glass transition describes a transition from a
dynamically disordered lattice strain state (i.e., the austenite, which
is in a “strain liquid” state) at high temperature to a static (“frozen”)
disordered lattice strain state (i.e., a “strain glass” state consisting
random nanodomains of martensite) at low temperature with only
local strain order [35�37]. These are in contrast to the long-range
ordered static lattice strain state (i.e., a “strain crystal” state) found in
a internally twinned martensitic plate. The strain glass transition is
the ferroelastic counterpart of relaxor transition in ferroelectrics and
cluster spin glass transition in ferromagnetics [36,37]. The frequency-
dependent dip temperature, Tg, of storage modulus is then fitted
using the empirical Vogel-Fulcher relation, v ¼ v0exp½�Ea=kBðTg�Tf

0Þ
� [36,38], where v is the frequency, v0 represents the frequency pre-
factor, Ea is the activation energy, kB is the Boltzmann constant, Tg
describes the strain glass freezing temperature at different frequen-
cies, and Tf

0 is the ideal freezing temperature with 0 Hz. The ideal
freezing temperature Tf

0 obtained by fitting is shown in the inset of
Fig. 3(c) and all lattice strains associated with the martensitic trans-
formation (independent of the domain size) are frozen at Tf

0. Thus,
our results demonstrate that the normal martensitic transformation
is completely suppressed during quenching from above the b transus
temperature to room temperature in Ti2448, and a strain glass transi-
tion occurs during further cooling from room temperature to 125 K.

The microstructural evolution during the strain glass transition is
further analyzed via in-situ cooling TEM from room temperature to
87 K, as shown in Fig. 4(a and b). The SADPs and the corresponding
dark field images of Ti2448 in [100]b zone axis are recorded from
293 K (room temperature) to 87 K and the results are shown in Fig. 4
(a). At each temperature, the diffraction pattern (top image) and its
corresponding dark field image (bottom) are shown in the same col-
umn. Apart from the sharp BCC reflections, additional reflections
belonging to the orthorhombic phase near 1/2{013} b are observed at
each temperature within the wide temperature range from 293 K to
87 K, and the intensities of the additional reflections are much
weaker as compared to those of the BCC reflections. The intensities of
these additional reflections were further investigated using the
ImageJ software (version 1.52k), and the line intensity profiles along
the red color dashed lines in SADP at each temperature are plotted in
Fig. 4(b). It is readily seen that upon cooling the intensities of addi-
tional reflections belonging to the orthorhombic phase keep increas-
ing from 293 K to 87 K. The dark field images recorded by selecting
the additional reflections marked by the red circles show that the
nanodomains are stable in a wide range of temperature. It is also
seen that the area fraction of these nanodomains and their average
size increases continuously upon cooling. Such domain growth is
consistent with the continuous intensity increase of additional reflec-
tions in the SADP. In conjunction with the above DSC and DMA analy-
ses, we can conclude that a continuous strain glass transition takes
place in Ti2448 during cooling from 293 K to 87 K.

Note that the reflections near 1/2{013}b indicating an orthorhom-
bic structure could be attributed either to a00 martensite or O0 phase
nanodomains. Thus, it is critical to quantify the degree of shear and
shuffle components involved in these nanodomains at different
stages during cooling. This has been done by performing direct meas-
urements and analysis from the SADPs and HAADF-STEM images,
and is described in the subsequent section.
3.2. Strain glass transition during cooling

In order to unambiguously distinguish the O0 phase from the a00

phase and to quantify the shuffle and shear component in the ortho-
rhombic nanodomains (O0 or a00), aberration-corrected S/TEM tech-
nique was adopted and the acquired HAADF-STEM images are
analyzed. The structure of the orthorhombic nanodomains at room
temperature is characterized from two perpendicular directions,
[100]b and [011]b, revealed in the filtered HAADF-STEM images by
selecting the spatial frequencies in the corresponding fast fourier
transforms (FFT) in Fig. 5. Two different variants of the orthorhombic
phase are highlighted in the red and blue lines in Fig. 5(a), with the
spatial frequencies belonging to these two different variants
highlighted in the inset marked by red and blue arrows. The structure
of each variant is shown in Fig. 5(b) and (c), respectively, by higher
magnification HAADF-STEM images. In one variant labeled as V1,
every other (011)b planes (atoms with green color) shuffle along the
[011]b direction, while in the other variant labeled as V2, every other
(011)b planes (atoms with green color) shuffle along the [011]b
direction. Thus, these two variants are formed via two different
{011} h011 i b shuffles. The two shuffles are further validated by the
line intensity profiles plotted along the red dashed arrows across the
non-shuffled and shuffled atomic columns in the insets of Fig. 5(b
and c). The degree of the {011} h011 i b shuffle at room temperature
is then evaluated by direct measurement of the displacement of
atomic columns on every other (011)b planes along the ½011�b direc-
tion from the HAADF-STEM image, as shown in Fig. 5(d�f). Fig. 5(d)
shows the structure of a nanodomain and Fig. 5(e) shows the dis-
placement of atom columns by plotting line intensity profiles along
the red and blue dotted lines in Fig. 5(d). The distance of the atomic
shuffle along the [011]b direction can be quantified using the differ-
ence of atomic column intensity peak locations in Fig. 5(e). Based on
the Burgers path for the BCC to HCP structural transformation, the
atomic shuffle needed to transform BCC lattice to HCP lattice is
16.67% of the interplanar spacing of d(01̅1)b. However, the degree of
shuffle measured from the nanodomain shown in Fig. 5(e) is only 4%
of the interplanar spacing of d(01̅1)b, indicating that the atomic shuffle
is incomplete in the nanodomains. The degree of shear (represented
by the lattice strain in the ½011�b direction) involved in the ortho-
rhombic structure nanodomains at room temperature is then evalu-
ated by measuring the difference between the interplanar spacing of
d(01̅1)b in the BCC lattice (Fig. 5(f)) and the lattice parameter, b, of the
orthorhombic nanodomain (Fig. 5(d)), from the HAADF-STEM image

shown in Fig. 5(g). The quantity of z ¼
��

b�dð011Þb
�
=dð011Þb

�
� 100%

is then used to quantify the amount of shear. The average value of z



Fig. 4. In-situ cooling TEM characterization showing the continuous strain glass transition from 293 K to 87K: (a) The SADPs recorded in [100]b zone axis from 293 K to 87 K and cor-
responding dark field images showing the continuous growth of nanodomains upon cooling and (b) The line intensity profiles plotted along the red dashed lines in (a) showing a
continuous increase of additional reflections (indicated by black color arrows) intensity from 293 K to 87 K. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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is close to zero (within the measurement uncertainty) in the ortho-
rhombic nanodomains. Thus, the characterization using ex-situ aber-
ration-corrected S/TEM has provided direct evidence that the
orthorhombic structure in the nanodomains found in the as-
quenched Ti2448 is the O0 phase formed by a pure shuffle.

To further explore the evolution of these nanodomains upon cooling,
the degree of {211} h111 i b shear involved is evaluated by the same

parameter z ¼
��

b�dð011Þb
�
=dð011Þb

�
� 100% via the measurement

from the SADPs collected using in-situ cooling TEM (Fig. 6(b)). The indi-
ces of b, O0 and a00 phases in the diffraction patterns in Fig. 6(b) can be
referred to the simulated diffraction patterns of b phase, O0 phase and
a00 phase shown in Fig. 6(a) separately using the lattice parameters
reported in Ti2448 in Table 1 [12]. The interplanar spacing of dð011Þb in
BCC lattice is measured by the red dotted line and the lattice parameter,
b, of the orthorhombic phase, is measured along the blue dotted line,
shown in Fig. 6(d). The measured degree of shear increases from nearly
zero at room temperature to higher than 1% at 87 K and it keeps
Fig. 5. HAADF-STEM images showing orthorhombic nanodomains at room temperature: (a)
orthorhombic nanodomains of different variants marked by blue and red color circles with
and red arrows; (b-c) Higher magnification HAADF-STEM images of two different variants
marked by green circles and non-shuffled atom columns marked by blue circles and insets sh
intensity profiles along the red dashed arrows; (d) HAADF-STEM image acquired with the in
sity profiles along the red and blue lines in (d) showing the displacement of every other (011
parallel to [011]b; (g) Intensity profiles plotted along the black line in (f) and red line in (d) w
and b. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referr
increasing upon cooling. The continuous increase of the finite amounts
of the ð211Þ½111�b shear developed in the nanodomains is consistent
with the strain glass transition behavior described in Section 3.1, sug-
gesting a higher-order and continuous transition behavior of O0 ! a00

strain glass transition from room temperature to 87 K. Note that the
shear value, more specifically, the lattice strain along the ½011�b direc-
tion, at different temperatures fits well with Landau theory of second-
order transformation as shown by the red dashed curve in Fig. 6(d). The
lattice strain of a well-developed a00 phase related to the lattice change
of dð011Þb in Ti2448 is calculated as »2.66% using the lattice parameters
given in [12], the normalized lattice strain by this value of well-devel-
opted a00 upon cooling reaches»50% down to 0 K.
3.3. Strain glass transition under loading

In order to analyze the influence of external loading on the
O0 ! a00 strain glass transition, the storage modulus upon cooling
HAADF-STEM image recorded with the incident beam parallel to [100]b showing two
corresponding FFT in the inset highlighting spatial frequencies of two variants by blue
showing (011)[011] and (011)[011] shuffle respectively, with shuffled atom columns
ow the periodic intensity change generated by atomic plane shuffle by plotting the line
cident electron beam parallel to [011]b showing orthorhombic nanodomain; (e) Inten-
)b planes; (f) HAADF-STEM image of BCC matrix recorded with incident electron beam
ith direction of [011]b, measuring the interplannar spacing difference between d(011)b
ed to the web version of this article.)



Fig. 6. The measurement of shear component in the nanodomains during cooling by the same parameter z ¼
��

b�dð011Þb
�
=dð011Þb

�
� 100% using in-situ cooling TEM: (a) Simulated

[100]b zone axis SADP for b phase, [011]Oʹ zone axis SADP for Oʹ phase and [011]a00 zone axis SADP for a00 phase using the reported lattice parameter in Ti2448 in Table 1 [12]; (b)
Recorded [100]b zone axis diffraction patterns in Ti2448 from 293 K to 87 K via in-situ cooling TEM; (c) Intensity profiles of the red and blue lines in (b), showing the reflections belonging
tob phase and Oʹ (ora00) phase; (d) Measured and fitted shear induced strain from 293 K to 87 K. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)

Table 1
The lattice parameters in Ti2448 in [12] used for
the SADP simulations.

Phase a (A
�
) b (A

�
) c (A

�
)

b 3.298 3.298 3.298
a00 3.222 4.788 4.667
Oʹ (theoretical) 3.298 4.664 4.664
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is measured using DMA under three different pre-loading stresses,
20 MPa, 50 MPa and 100 MPa, and with various frequencies from
0.2 Hz to 20 Hz. The results are shown in Fig. 7(a-c). All the results
show the same trends of the storage modulus change with tempera-
ture and the frequency dependence of the dip temperature, which
indicate a strain glass transition behavior similar to that shown in
the measurement without loading (shown in Fig. 3(c)). Clear modu-
lus softening and broad dip of storage modulus with frequency
dependence are detected upon cooling, suggesting that loading up
to 100 MPa could not convert the strain glass transition to martens-
itic transformation. In addition, the ideal freezing temperature, Tf

0,
obtained by fitting the dip temperature Tg in the Vogel-Fulcher (VF)
equation, increases from 129.6 K to 141.3 K when the load increases
Fig. 7. Strain glass transition characteristic by multi-frequency DMA analysis with differen
pre-loading stress of 20Mpa (a), 50 MPa (b), and 100 MPa (c). Strain glass freezing temper
through Vogel-Fulcher relation as shown in insets.
from 20 MPa to 100 MPa, indicating that the external load favors
the O0 ! a00 strain glass transition.

The microstructure in the 50% cold-rolled Ti2448 is investigated
using aberration-corrected S/TEM technique and the results are shown
t pre-loading stress: Multi-frequency (0.2Hz~20 Hz) dependent storage modulus with
ature T0

f at different pre-loading stresses are obtained by fitting the dip temperatures



Fig. 8. HAADF-STEM image showing a00 martensitic nanodomains in 50% cold rolled Ti2448: (a) HAADF-STEM image recorded with the incident beam along [011]b direction indi-
cating a00 martensitic nanodomains marked by red color circles; (b-c) HAADF-STEM images showing the structure of bmatrix and a00 nanodomain with inset of (c) showing the line
profile of orange and green lines within a00 domain area, suggesting shuffle displacement. (d) The line intensity profiles along blue and red color lines in (b) and (c) showing the
plane spacing differences generated by lattice shear. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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in Fig. 8(a�d). In the HAADF-STEM image recorded with the incident
beam parallel to [011]b, isolated nanodomains of orthorhombic struc-
ture are observed (marked by red circles in Fig. 8(a)). In order to deter-
mine whether the nanodomains belong to O0 or a00, the degree of
shuffle and the degree of shear in the nanodomains are evaluated
using HAADF-STEM images in Fig. 8(b�d), adopting the same method
discussed in Section 3.2 (Fig. 5). The degree of shuffle in the nanodo-
mains in Fig. 8(c) (the orange and green lines and related intensity pro-
file of the inset in Fig. 8(c)) is determined to be 5.1%, slightly larger
than that in the O0 phase (»4.0%) in the as-quenched state before
deformation, while the degree of shear is determined to be 2.3%
(through the intensity profile shown in Fig. 8(d)), significantly higher
than that in the O0 phase. Therefore, the observed nanodomains in the
50% cold rolled Ti2448 belong to a00 phase, which is consistent with
our previous observation of nanoscale a00 phase in the 10% cold rolled
Ti2448 [34]. Such a00 nanodomains in the 50% cold rolled Ti2448 are
believed to form under confinement within the pre-formed O0 nano-
domains before deformation.
4. Discussion

4.1. O0 ! a00 strain glass transition

Compared with the b ! a00 [1,39,40] and b ! d [12,13] mar-
tensitic transformations reported previously, our experimental
results suggest a novel transformation pathway during cooling from
above the b transus temperature to room temperature and then fur-
ther cooling to 87 K, i.e.,

b!O0 !a
00
:

In particular, the observations using conventional TEM and aber-
ration-corrected S/TEM have shown nanoscale O0 phase of ortho-
rhombic structure in solutionized and quenched Ti2448, which is
consistent with the b ! O0 transformation (a pure shuffle transfor-
mation) pathway systematically reported in our previous work [21,
23,25�27]. Further, the absence of heat flow peak in the DSC mea-
surement and the storage modulus dip shown at low temperature in
the DMA suggest a continuous strain glass transition from O0 ! a00
upon further cooling from room temperature. This has been con-
firmed by in-situ cooling characterization, which has shown a contin-
ued increase in the amount of {211} h111 i b shear upon cooling from
room temperature to 87 K, quantified by an increased lattice strain
along the ½011�b direction. The {211} h111 i b shear develops in the
O0 shuffle-nanodomains and the degree of such shear keeps increas-
ing with the growth of the O0 nanodomains upon cooling, as sup-
ported by the increased intensity and the peak shift of the
orthorhombic reflections and increases in the volume fraction and
size of nanodomains shown in Fig. 4(a and b). Thus, the transforma-
tion pathway upon cooling from room temperature to 87 K can be
concluded as the following: the quenched-in O0 shuffle-nanodomains
continue to grow upon cooling, and is accompanied by simultaneous
development of the {211} h111 i b shear in these shuffle-nanodo-
mains. The latter component transforms the O0 nanodomains to a00

nanodomains. Although we cannot rule out the possibility for direct
formation of some a00 domains from the BCC matrix, the minimum
energy pathway should be b ! O0 ! a00 since the required shuffle
for the b ! a00 transformation already exists in the O0 domains.

Besides cooling from room temperature to 87 K, the O0 ! a00

transformation has also been observed under loading. Firstly, the
storage modulus curves measured under increased external loads
via DMA show an increase in the dip temperature, suggesting that
the external loads favor the O0 ! a00 transformation. Secondly, the
characterization using ex-situ aberration-corrected S/TEM technique
shows that before cold-rolling there exists only O0 nanodomains,
while after cold-rolling a00 nanodomains with a lattice strain of 2.3%
appear. In particular, the a00 nanodomains observed in the cold-
rolled samples exhibit similar sizes as those of the O0 nanodomains
before cold rolling, indicating that the a00 nanodomains are confined
by the O0 nanodomains. In contrast to the reversible O0 to a00 trans-
formation upon cooling and a00 to O0 transformation upon heating,
the a00 phase formed by heavy cold rolling (e.g., 50% thickness
reduction) is stable. However, it maintains a similar nanodomain
structure, due most likely to the same confinement by the O0 nano-
domains. It should be pointed out that our previous work using
high-energy XRD has shown a continuous change of the diffraction
patterns of a00 in Ti2448 upon loading and unloading [12,13], which
could be associated with the O0 $ a00 transformation during loading
and unloading.
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We note that the transformation from b to O0 during cooling from
above b transus to room temperature has not been characterized
directly, apart from the ex-situ characterization of O0 phase at room
temperature using conventional TEM and aberration-corrected
S/TEM. However, the absence of exothermic and endothermic peak
in the DSC heat flow curve shown in Fig. 3(a) and the continuous
change in resistivity from 500 K to room temperature shown in Fig. 3
(b) may suggests a second-order transition. In addition, our previous
in-situ heating TEM characterization of another metastable b tita-
nium alloy, Ti-5Al-5Mo-5V-3Cr [41], showed a continuous decrease
in the intensity of the O0 phase reflections upon heating from room
temperature to around 300 °C, also an indication of a second-order
phase transition. Furthermore, it is observed in the HAADF-STEM
images (Fig. 5 and Fig. 8) that the degree of shuffle and shear near the
nanodomain / b interface region is not the same as that in the interior
of the nanodomains, and the degree of shuffle and shear shows a con-
tinuous increase from the interface region to the center of the nano-
domains. Nevertheless, several unanswered questions remain
regarding the nature of the b to O0 transformation. For example, we
do not understand what determines the scale of the nanodomain
structure and what control the kinetics of the nanodomain formation
and coarsening? We also do not understand the role of extremely
fine scale compositional variations have been observed in Ti2448
[5,16] via atom probe tomography.
Fig. 9. Qualitative crystallography analysis of confined shuffle-nanodomain regulated

a00 strain glass transition. Base vectors are defined as ½100�b//[100]Oʹ//[100]a00;
½011�b//[010]Oʹ//[010]a00; [011]//[001]Oʹ//[001]a00: (a) b phase with BCC structure and its
projection in [011]b direction, with green and black circles representing atoms on the

adjacent (011)b planes; (b) (011)[011]b shuffle generated Oʹ phase with orthorhombic
structure and its projection in [011]b direction, with green circles indicating the shuffled
atoms on every other (011)b planes along [011]b direction marked using green arrows;

(c) (011)[011]b shuffle regulated (211)½111�b shear and its projection in [011]b, [100]b
and [011]b directions; (d) (011)[011]b shuffle regulated (211)[111]b shear and its pro-

jection in [011]b, [100]b and [011]b directions. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
4.2. Crystallographic analysis of O0 ! a00 strain glass transition

In the preceding section we have shown that the O0 nanodomains
formed upon quenching after solution treatment can serve as a pre-
cursor for the formation of a00 martensite during subsequent cooling
or loading. Such an O0 ! a00 transformation is distinctively different
from the normal autocatalytic martensitic transformation; it pre-
serves the nanodomain structure and does not show any of the signa-
tures of a normal martensitic transformation such as heat flow peaks
in DSC measurements. Instead, it shows all the characteristic features
of a typical strain glass transition [35�37], such as frequency depen-
dent storage modulus in DMA and the lack of heat flow peaks in DSC.
In this section, we carry out a detailed crystallographic analysis to
explain how the precursory {011} h011 i b shuffle nanodomains regu-
late the subsequent {211} h111 i b shear during O0 ! a00 transforma-
tion, rendering a high-order like, continuous strain glass transition.

As has been mentioned earlier, the O0 and a00 phases share the
same orthorhombic symmetry. b! O0 and b ! a00 transformations
both require the same type of atomic shuffle, i.e., {011} h011 i b. As
distinct from the b! O0 transformation, the b ! a00 transformation
also requires the {211} h111 i b shear. When the {011} h011 i b shuf-
fle occurs in advance, it will restrict the possibilities of different
{211} h111 i b shear systems to form a00 martensite as shown in
Fig. 9. Fig. 9(a) shows the b phase (BCC) lattice structure with a pro-
jection viewing along the [011]b direction in the inset. There are six
equivalent {011}b planes in a BCC lattice and on each {011}b plane
atoms can shuffle along two opposite h011 i b directions, leading to
twelve different {011} h011 i b shuffle directions in total. As an exam-
ple, one of these twelve shuffles, (011)[011]b is shown in Fig. 9(b),
where atoms on every other (011)b planes shuffle along the [011]b
direction, with a projection viewing along the [011]b direction given
in the inset. There are twelve equivalent {211}b planes that can shear
in h111 i b directions, leading to twelve different shears. However,
under the condition that one of the twelve {011} h011 i b shuffle
occurs first, the {211} h111 i b shear will be reduced from 12 down to
2, as summarized in Table 2. For example, once the (011)[011]b shuf-
fle described in Fig. 9(b) occurs first, only (211)½111�b and
(211)½111�b shear can occur to form the a00 phase, as shown in Fig. 9
(c). As indicated in the projection along [011]b (lower left inset in
Fig. 9(c)), the shear occurs in the rhombus cell marked as green with
the shear plane (211) projected onto the purple lines and the shear
direction ½111�b marked as blue arrows, leading to an orthorhombic
symmetry with a, b and c perpendicular to each other, as illustrated
by the projections along the three perpendicular directions, [011]b,
[100]b and [011]b. If another type of {211} h111 i b shear occurs,
such as (211)[111]b, after the (011)[011]b shuffle shown in Fig. 9(d),
the BCC lattice will transform to a monoclinic structure rather than
an orthorhombic structure, because the shuffled atoms (green) are
out of the (011)b plane as shown in the [011]b projection (the lower
right inset in Fig. 9(d)). The monoclinic structure with a non-90° g
angle between a and c is shown by a parallelogram cell colored green
in Fig. 9(d), with the shear plane projected into the purple lines and
the shear directions indicated by the blue arrow.
4.3. Thermodynamic analysis of O0 to a00 strain glass transition

The above crystallographic analysis is supportive of the experi-
mental observation of O0 to a00 shuffle-nanodomain regulated strain
glass transition. The regulation is enforced by the restraint of the pre-
cursor {011} h011 i b shuffle on the subsequent {211} h111 i b shear.
To analyze the continuous O0 to a00 transformation behavior in con-
trast to a normal martensitic transformation from an energetic point
of view, we draw schematically the Landau free energy curves for
both cases in Fig. 10. Fig. 10(a) shows the typical Landau free energy
curves at different temperatures for a first-order martensitic transfor-
mation, where a discrete jump of lattice shear as the order parameter



Table 2
Shuffle-regulated shears for each shuffle to transform BCC structured
b phase to orthorhombic a00 phase.

Shuffle plane Shuffle direction Shear Mode

(011) [011] (211)[111] (211)[111]
[011]

(011) [011] (211)[111] (211)[111]
[011]

(101) [101] (121)[111] (121)[111]
[101]

(101) [101] (121)[111] (121)[111]
[101]

(110) [110] (112)[111] (112)[111]
[110]

(110) [110] (112)[111] (112)[111]
[110]
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occurs during the transformation upon cooling. Fig. 10(b) shows the
Landaus free energy curves corresponding to a high-order continuous
transformation, where the equilibrium order parameter (lattice
shear, corresponding to the minimum of the free energy) as a func-
tion of temperature changes continuously. The change of the overall
transformation characteristics from first-order to higher-order could
be attributed to the constraint enforced by and the precursor effect
from the O0 nanodomains. Only limited shearing directions for the
formation of a00 martensite can be realized in the O0 nanodomains
and no self-accommodation could be accomplished within a single
nanoscale shuffle domain. Because of the random spatial distribution
of the O0 nanodomains, no self-accommodation could be accom-
plished among the a00 domains either. This continuous transition fea-
ture has eliminated temperature or stress plateau on the
temperature/stress � strain curve. In the meantime, the non-self-
accommodating single variant martensitic nanodomains have higher
energy and is more difficult to form as compared to a self-accommo-
dated, long-range ordered poly-twin martensitic structure (with
same volume) [42, 43] and, thus, requires deeper quenching. On the
other hand, as an important component of the a00 phase, the shuffle
in the precursory O0 nanodomains may have brought the crystal
structure to an embryonic stage of the a00 phase, which can grow con-
tinuously upon cooling, accompanied by a continued increase in the
degree of shear, as have been evidenced by the above experimental
observations (see, e.g., Fig. 6(d)). Therefore, with the O0 nanodomains
serving as a regulator as well as a precursor, the Landau free energy
minimum shown in Fig. 10(b) shifts continuously from zero to finite
strains upon cooling, leading to a continuous transformation.
Fig. 10. Landau free energy landscape of martensitic transformation without and with geom
scape of typical first-order martensitic transformation upon cooling showing energy barrie
showing internally twined a0 0 phase; (b) With local constraint caused by Oʹ nanodomains, La
lattice shear without energy barrier, with insets showing microstructure of the b matrix,
describe the shear component.
4.4. O0 to a00 shuffle-nanodomain regulated strain glass transition and
related properties in Ti2448

The highly regulated transformation pathway of O0 to a00 could
provide new insights regarding the origins of the nearly linear super-
elasticity over a wide temperature range, as well as the Invar and Eli-
nvar anomalies seen in Ti2448. The in-situ TEM characterization and
DMA analysis in the current work have shown a continuous transfor-
mation from O0 to a00 at nanoscale with continuously increased shear
components upon cooling. The shuffle-regulated a00 nanodomains
with different amount of shear have been observed to exist within a
wide range of temperatures. The degree of lattice shear in the a00

nanodomains increases upon further loading and returns to their ini-
tial values upon unloading, offering superelasticity over a wide tem-
perature range. Such an explanation is consistent with the previous
study via in-situ synchrotron X-ray diffraction, where a continuous
increase of lattice strain under external loading was observed
[12,44]. After cold rolling, a00 variants with their shear components
favored by the external stress grow continuously upon cooling. This
continuous transformation of selected variants could generate strain
and soften the elastic modulus, which compensate normal contrac-
tion and modulus hardening upon cooling and, thus, lead to the Invar
and Elinvar anomalies in Ti2448 [5,16,20]. In addition, this formation
of O0 and the confined O0 to a00 transition could also help us to under-
stand the stress induced twinning [34,40].

5. Conclusion

In this study, we have discovered a novel O0 ! a00 shuffle-
nanodomain regulated strain glass transition using a variety of ex-
situ and in-situ characterization techniques, including DSC, electri-
cal resistivity measurement, DMA, in-situ cooling TEM and aberra-
tion-corrected HAADF-STEM. Nanodomains of an orthorhombic O0

phase have been observed in the solutionized and quenched
Ti2448, which are formed by pure atomic shuffle of every other
{011}b atomic planes along the h011 i b directions of the BCC lat-
tice. A continuous transformation from the O0 nanodomains to a00

nanodomains with a continued increase in the amount of shear
upon cooling or loading has been revealed by the in-situ cooling
TEM characterization and DMA analysis. The structure of the O0

and a00 phases in Ti2448 have been distinguished unambiguously
using aberration-corrected HAADF-STEM technique. Such a contin-
uous transformation taking place at nanoscale is drastically differ-
ent from the normal martensitic transformation. The frequency
etric constraint of Oʹ nanodomains: (a) Without constraint, Landau free energy land-
r with a sudden jump of lattice shear during transformation upon cooling, with inset
ndau free energy landscape in Oʹ region upon cooling showing a continuously increased
growing Oʹ nanodomains and a00 nanodomains within Oʹ. The double-headed arrows
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dependent modulus revealed by DMA and the lack of latent heat
peak in DSC indicate clearly a strain glass transition. This novel
shuffle-nanodomain regulated O0 ! a00 strain glass transition
could be the key mechanism underlying the unique superelasticity
of Ti2448 alloy in a broad temperature range, tunable thermal
expansion coefficient, and Invar and Elinvar anomalies.
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